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An introduction to the theory of Higher rank stable pairs
and Virtual localization
Artan Sheshmani
Abstract. This article is an attempt to briefly introduce some of the results
from [She10] on development of a higher rank analog of the Pandharipande-
Thomas theory of stable pairs [RR09] on a Calabi-Yau threefold X. More
precisely, we develop a moduli theory for highly frozen triples given by the
data O⊕r
X
(−n)
φ
−→ F where F is a sheaf of pure dimension 1. The moduli space
of such objects does not naturally determine an enumerative theory: that is,
it does not naturally possess a perfect symmetric obstruction theory. Instead,
we build a zero-dimensional virtual fundamental class by hand, by truncating
a deformation-obstruction theory coming from the moduli of objects in the
derived category of X. This yields the first deformation-theoretic construction
of a higher-rank enumerative theory for Calabi-Yau threefolds. We include the
results of calculations in this enumerative theory for local P1 using the Graber-
Pandharipande [GP99] virtual localization technique. We emphasize that in
this article we merely include the statement of our theorems and illustrate
the final result of some of the computations. The proofs and more detailed
calculations will appear elsewhere in a subsequent paper.
Introduction
The general philosophy behind the computation of Gromov-Witten invariants
associated to a non-singular projective variety, X , is to do intersection theory over a
moduli space that parametrizes curves embedded in X . In order to do intersection
theory, one needs to compactify this moduli space. In 1992, Kontsevich [Kon92]
provided the moduli of stable maps as one example of such compactification. In this
case, the resulting intersection numbers are rational; however, there conjecturally
exists a set of integers underlying these rational invariants which can be given an
enumerative meaning. The second compactification was studied by Richard Thomas
[Tho00] which resulted in Donaldson-Thomas theory. The invariants computed
in Donaldson-Thomas theory are integers but they do not directly count curves
either, due to the fact that the one-dimensional subschemes of X contain zero-
dimensional subschemes which float around insideX . The third and the most recent
compactification is due to Pandharipande and Thomas (PT) [RR09] which resulted
in a new theory, known as the theory of stable pairs. Having fixed a nonsingular
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Calabi-Yau 3-fold X with H1(OX) = 0, the objects in PT theory of stable pairs are
given as tuples (F, s), where F is a coherent sheaf with one dimensional support
given by a curve embedded inside X and the section s is defined by the map
s : OX → F. Moreover, the stability condition for pairs means that the sheaf F
is pure with respect to its support and the cokernel of the morphism s is given
by a sheaf whose support is at most zero dimensional [RR09] (Lemma 1.3). One
would like to have a higher rank enumerative theory of Calabi-Yau 3-folds, compute
new invariants and possibly relate them to physics (see for example [Mic09] and
[Ric08]). The present paper describes the step by step development of a higher
rank analog of PT theory of stable pairs. We consider the higher rank objects in
this theory called frozen triples given as tuples (E,F, φ) where E ∼= O⊕rX (−n) (for
some r) and F is a pure sheaf with one dimensional support in X . Here n≫ 0 is a
fixed large-enough integer which is introduced for technical deformation-theoretic
reasons. We call the frozen triples of rank r “of type (PF , r)” when F has fixed
Hilbert polynomial PF . Note that given a frozen triple (E,F, φ) of type (PF , r) we
do not make a fixed choice of isomorphism E ∼= O⊕rX (−n). Having fixed such choice
of isomorphism leads to a different moduli of closely related objects called highly
frozen triples given as tuples (E,F, φ, ψ) where (E,F, φ) have the same definition
as before and ψ : E
∼=
−→ O⊕rX (−n) is a fixed isomorphism.
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Sheldon Katz and Tom Nevins for
their help and guidance. Their influence is all over my work. I would like to thank
Richard Thomas for his continuous invaluable help and sharing with me his under-
standing of deformation obstruction theories in the derived category. Thanks to the
organizers of the String-Math-2011 conference for providing me the opportunity to
present this work and to have helpful discussions with the experts interested in this
subject.
1. Moduli stacks
The stability condition for frozen and highly frozen triples is compatible with
PT stability of stable pairs [RR09] (Lemma 1.3). We call this stability condition τ ′-
limit-stability or in short τ ′-stability. By definition [She10] (Lemma 4.4), a frozen
(respectively highly frozen) triple (E,F, φ) of type (PF , r) is τ
′-limit-stable if and
only if the map E
φ
−→ F has zero dimensional cokernel. We give a construction of the
moduli space of τ ′-stable frozen and highly frozen triples as stacks. We show that
these moduli stacks are given as algebraic stacks. More precisely, the moduli stack
of τ ′-stable highly frozen triples of type (PF , r) M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) is given as a Deligne-
Mumford (DM) stack while the moduli stack of τ ′-stable frozen triples of type
(PF , r) M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) is given as an Artin stack. We also show that M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) is
a GLr(C)-torsor over M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′). We summarize these results as follows:
Theorem 1.1. [She10] (Proposition 5.5, Corollary 6.4, Theorems 6.2, 6.5)
(1) Let S
(PF ,r,n)
s (τ ′) be the stable locus of the parametrizing scheme of highly
frozen triples of type (PF , r) [She10] (Section 6.1). Let
[
S
(PF ,r,n)
s (τ
′)
GL(VF )
]
be the stack-theoretic quotient of S
(PF ,r,n)
s (τ ′) by GL(VF ) where VF is
defined as in [She10] (Section 6.1). Then there exists an isomorphism of
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groupoids
(1.1) M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) ∼=
[
S
(PF ,r,n)
s (τ ′)
GL(VF )
]
.
(2) Let
[
S
(PF ,r,n)
s (τ
′)
GLr(C)×GL(VF )
]
be the stack-theoretic quotient of S
(PF ,r,n)
s (τ ′) by
GLr(C)×GL(VF ) where VF . There exists an isomorphism of groupoids:
M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) ∼=
[
S
(PF ,r,n)
s (τ ′)
GLr(C)×GL(VF )
]
(3) The moduli stack M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) is a Deligne-Mumford (DM) stack
(4) There exists a forgetful map g′ : M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) →
[
Spec(C)
GLr(C)
]
such that the
natural diagram:
(1.2)
M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) pt = Spec(C)
M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) BGLr(C) =
[
Spec(C)
GLr(C)
]
g
pi i
g´
,
is a fibered diagram in the category of stacks. In particular M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′)
is a GLr(C)-torsor over M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′).
Remark 1.2. The notion of τ ′-stability condition turns out to be a limiting
GIT stability and thus one can apply the results of Wandel [Wan10] (Section 3)
to prove that the DM stack M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) has the stronger property of being given
as a quasi-projective scheme. One can construct the higher rank theory of stable
pairs over a nonsingular projective 3-fold or a noncompact 3-fold such as a toric
variety. However in the instance that the base 3-fold is chosen to be non-compact,
in order to get well behaved moduli spaces, we require the condition that the one
dimensional support of the sheaf F appearing in a frozen or a highly frozen triple
is compact. We will show later an example of this situation when X is chosen to
be a toric variety given by the total space of OP1(−1)⊕OP1(−1)→ P
1 (local P1).
Remark 1.3. If X has a torus action, then the moduli stacksM
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) and
M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) inherit it (once we have chosen an equivariant structure on OX(−n))
[She10] (Section 12). Moreover, M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) has an extra “non-geometric” T0 :=
(C∗)r action by rescaling in components of OX(−n)
⊕r [She10] (Section 13). There-
fore, when X is given as local P1, the natural “geometric” T := (C∗)3 action on
X induces an action on M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) while M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) undergoes an action of
G := (C∗)3 × (C∗)r which is due to the action of T together with the additional
non-geometric action of T0.
Remark 1.4. As shown in [She10] (Section 6), the construction of the moduli
stacks of stable frozen and highly frozen triples depends on a choice of two fixed large
enough integers n ≫ 0 and n′ ≫ 0. The first integer appears in the description
of the triples E ∼= OX(−n)
⊕r → F and the second integer is the one for which
F (n′) becomes globally generated and hence there exists a surjective map VF ⊗
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OX(−n
′)։ F for some VF (look at [She10] (Section 6.1)). The existence of such
VF is guaranteed according to Wandel [Wan10] (Proposition 2.4) where he shows
that given a bounded family of stable triples E → F there exists an integer n′ such
that for every tuple (E,F ) appearing in the family E(n′) and F (n′) are globally
generated over X . The fact that the sheaf F (n′) is globally generated for large
enough values of n′ does not a priori imply that Hi(E2(n)) = 0 for all i > 0 and
our fixed choice of n. Hence we introduce the following definition:
Definition 1.5. [She10] (Definition 7.1). ConsiderM
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) andM
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′).
Now define the open substacks H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) ⊂ M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) and H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) ⊂
M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) as follows:
(1) H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) = {(E,F, φ, ψ) ∈M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) | H1(F (n)) = 0}.
(2) H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) = {(E,F, φ) ∈M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) | H1(F (n)) = 0}.
From now on all our calculations are carried out overH
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) andH
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′)
and the results in the following sections hold true for H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) and H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′)
only. Also we assume that it is implicitly understood that in the following sections
by the “moduli stack of frozen or highly frozen triples” we mean the open sub-
stack of the corresponding moduli stacks as defined in Definition 1.5. As we will
show later, though we prove our results over noncompact stacks, the torus fixed
loci of these moduli stacks are compact which enable us to carry out localization
computations over them.
2. Deformation-obstruction theories
For a 3-fold X the natural deformation obstruction theories of stable frozen and
highly frozen triples fail to provide well behaved complexes of correct amplitude over
M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) andM
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) and they do not admit virtual cycles. We show that
viewing the frozen and highly frozen triples as more complicated objects in Db(X)
given by I• : E → F and computing the fixed-determinant obstruction theory of I•
will be the starting step in finding a well behaved deformation obstruction theory
for the moduli stacks of frozen and highly frozen triples. This method has been
successfully used in [RR09] to obtain an alternative candidate for the obstruction
theory of the moduli of stable pairs. It is important to note that in the higher
rank case, despite the fact that the object I• (with the fixed determinant) in the
derived category does not distinguish between a frozen or a highly frozen triple, its
deformation space does. In other words, it can be shown that given a frozen triple
(E,F, φ) and a highly frozen triple (E,F, φ, ψ), both associated to the same object
I• ∈ Db(X), the space of flat deformations of (E,F, φ) and I• are equally governed
by the group Ext1(I•, I•)0 while the space of flat deformations of (E,F, φ, ψ) is not
equal to that of I•. We summarize this remark as follows:
Theorem 2.1. [She10] (Propositions 7.2, 7.4 and Theorem 7.6)
(1) Fix a map f : S → H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′). Let S′ be a square-zero extension of
S with ideal I. Let DefS(S
′,H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′)) denote the deformation space
of the map f obtained by the set of possible deformations, f ′ : S′ →
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H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) such that f ′ |S= f . The following statement is true:
(2.1) DefS(S
′,H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′)) ∼= Hom(I•S , F )⊗ I
(2) Similarly for frozen triples let f : S → H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′). Let S′ be a square-
zero extension of S with ideal I. Let DefS(S
′,H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′)) denote the
deformation space of the map f obtained by the set of possible deforma-
tions, f ′ : S′ → H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′). The following statement is true:
DefS(S
′,H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′)) ∼= Ext1(I•S , I
•
S)0 ⊗ I.
(2.2)
We show that over H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) deforming objects in the derived category leads
to a 4-term deformation-obstruction complex of perfect amplitude [−2, 1]:
Theorem 2.2. [She10] (Theorem 9.5). There exists a map in the derived
category given by:
RpiH∗ (RHom(I
•, I•)0 ⊗ pi
∗
XωX) [2]
ob
−→ L•
H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′)
.
After suitable truncations, there exists a 4 term complex E• of locally free sheaves ,
such that E•∨ is self-symmetric of amplitude [−2, 1] and there exists a map in the
derived category:
(2.3) E•∨
obt
−−→ L•
H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′)
,
such that h−1(obt) is surjective, and h0(obt) and h1(obt) are isomorphisms. Here
L
•
H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′)
stands for the truncated cotangent complex of the Artin stack H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′)
which is of amplitude [−1, 1].
The computation of invariants over H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) requires constructing a well-
behaved virtual fundamental class. Note that when X is given as local P1, our
method of computation is to use torus-equivariant cohomology and Graber Pand-
haripande (GP) virtual localization technique [GP99]. At the moment it is not
clear to us how to classify the T-fixed loci of H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′). However this obstacle
does not exist for the case of highly frozen triples. The existence of the addi-
tional non-geometric T0 action (Remark 1.3) over H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) makes it possible to
classify the G-fixed locus of H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) as a finite union of nonsingular compact
components. Hence instead of developing a higher rank theory over H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′)
we pull back the 4-term deformation obstruction complex in Theorem 2.2 via the
forgetful map pi in Theorem 1.1 (Diagram (1.2)) and try to construct a virtual
fundamental class for H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′). We summarize by saying that the construction
of an enumerative theory over H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) has two advantages:
(1) The construction of virtual fundamental classes and integration over DM
stacks is in much more developed stage than over Artin stacks.
(2) There exists a perfect classification of the torus fixed loci of highly frozen
triples under the induced action of G on H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) (Remark 1.3) which
makes it possible to do the computations using the virtual localization
technique [GP99].
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Note that the complex pi∗E•∨ is perfect of amplitude [−2, 1] and the main obstacle
in constructing a well-behaved deformation obstruction theory over the DM stack
H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) is to truncate pi∗E•∨ into a 2-term complex and define (globally) a well-
behaved deformation-obstruton theory of perfect amplitude [−1, 0]. The simplest
solution to this problem is to apply a cohomological truncation operation. Doing so
requires obtaining a certain lifting map from g : Ωpi → pi
∗E•∨ [She10] (Proposition
9.12 and Lemma 9.13), taking the mapping cone of this lift (and shifting by −1)
and proving that the resulting complex satisfies the conditions of being a perfect
obstruction theory for H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) [She10] (Lemma 9.15). Here Ωpi is the relative
cotangent sheaf of pi : H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) → H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′). This procedure will remove
the degree 1 term from the complex pi∗E•∨. We also require to remove the degree
−2 term of pi∗E•∨ which is done by applying the same procedure to the map g∨ :
pi∗E• → Tpi [She10] (Diagram 9.30) obtained from dualizing the map g. We finally
obtain a local truncation of pi∗E•∨ of perfect amplitude [−1, 0] which we denote by
G•. Assuming that pi∗E•∨ is given by a 4 term complex of vector bundles:
(2.4) pi∗E−2 → pi∗E−1 → pi∗E0 → pi∗E1
it can be seen from our construction [She10] (Lemma 9.17) that locally the complex
G• is given by
pi∗E−2
d′
−→ pi∗E−1 ⊕ Tpi → pi
∗E0 ⊕ Ωpi
d
−→ pi∗E1
which is quasi-isomorphic to a 2-term complex of vector bundles
(2.5) Coker(d′)→ Ker(d)
concentrated in degree −1 and 0.
Remark 2.3. In removing the degree -2 term of pi∗E•∨ using the method
described above, we exploit the fact that pi∗E•∨ is a self-symmetric complex (look
at [She10] Diagram (9.30) for more discussion).
The existence of the lifting map g is guaranteed Zariski locally over H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′)
but not globally. Hence our strategy is to locally truncate pi∗E•∨ as explained above,
construct the corresponding local virtual cycles and glue the local cycles to define a
globally-defined virtual fundamental class. Our main summarizing theorem of this
section is as follows:
Theorem 2.4. [She10] (Theorem 9.11). Consider the 4-term deformation
obstruction theory E•∨ of perfect amplitude [−2, 1] over H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′).
1. Locally in the Zariski topology over H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) there exists a perfect two-term
deformation obstruction theory of perfect amplitude [−1, 0] which is obtained from
the suitable local truncation of the pullback pi∗E•∨.
2. This local theory defines a globally well-behaved virtual fundamental class over
H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′).
Proving the second part of Theorem 2.4 requires an assumption which we ex-
plain next.
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3. Gluing the local virtual fundamental classes
Let U =
∐
i Ui be an atlas of affine schemes for H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′). Fix two open
charts Uα and Uβ in U . As we mentioned above, it is guaranteed that there exists
lifting maps gα : Ωpi |Uα→ pi
∗E•∨ |Uα and gβ : Ωpi |Uβ→ pi
∗E•∨ |Uβ which lead to our
desired locally defined deformation obstruction complexes over Uα and Uβ respec-
tively. However, what essentially guarantees the existence of a globally well behaved
virtual fundamental class is the compatibility of these two lifts over the intersection
of Uα and Uβ , i.e (roughly speaking) the gluing of gα and gβ . Having fixed the lifting
maps gα and gβ over Uα and Uβ enables one to apply the cohomological truncation
operation as described in the previous section and obtain two locally truncated
deformation obstruction theories of amplitude [−1, 0] which we denote by G•α and
G•β. Now let Uαβ denote the intersection of Uα and Uβ . Let G
•
α |Uαβ and G
•
β |Uαβ
denote the pullback of G•α and G
•
β to Uαβ . It is easy to see that via the restriction
to Uαβ one obtains two maps in D
b(Uαβ) given by φα |Uαβ : G
•
α |Uαβ→ L
•
HHFT
|Uαβ
and φβ |Uαβ : G
•
β |Uαβ→ L
•
HHFT
|Uαβ . The gluability of the virtual cycles obtained
from φα and φβ depends on whether φα and φβ satisfy the condition of “giving
rise to a semi-perfect obstruction theory” over H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) in the sense of Liang-Li
[Hua11]:
Definition 3.1. [Hua11](Definition 3.1). Let X be a DM stack of finite type
over an Artin stackM. A semi perfect obstruction theory over X →M consists of
an e´tale covering U =
∐
α∈Λ Uα of X by schemes, and a truncated perfect relative
obstruction theory φα : G
•
α → L
•
Uα/M
for each α ∈ Λ such that
(1) for each α, β in Λ there is an isomorphism
ψαβ : H
1(G•α |Uαβ )
∼=
−→ H1(G•β |Uαβ)
so that the collection (H1(G•α), ψαβ) forms a descent datum of sheaves.
(2) For any pair α, β ∈ Λ the obstruction theories φα |Uαβ and φβ |Uαβ are
ν-equivalent [Hua11] (Definition 2.9).
It is easy to see that φα and φβ satisfy the condition (2) [She10] (Proposition
10.4). However, (1) is a technical condition whose satisfaction depends on finding
a specific choice of homotopical maps hαβ : gα → gβ and h
∨
αβ : g
∨
α → g
∨
β where
the maps g and g∨ are the lifting maps defined in the previous section. In the
present article and moreover in [She10] we assume that such homotopical maps
are given to us and we carry out our calculation of invariants over a specific toric
Calabi-Yau 3-fold. However, finding rigorously the required homotopy maps needs
further effort. We suspect that when X is given as local P1 it seems possible to
give a rigorous construction of such maps [She11].
Remark 3.2. It is important to note that essentially (as we will show later)
the result of our calculations do not depend on the choice of the homotopy maps
hαβ and h
∨
αβ. In other words, the existence of the so-called well-defined homotopy
maps will guarantee the existence of a theory of highly frozen triples for Calabi-Yau
threefolds but no matter what choice of homotopy maps we make, it does not have
any effect on the value of the numerical invariants which we calculate in this theory
using the equivariant computations.
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4. Torus-fixed loci and virtual localization computations
Let X be given as the total space of OP1(−1) ⊕ OP1(−1) → P
1 (local P1).
Consider the ample line bundle over X given by OX(1). By our earlier notation,
H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) and H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) were defined as in Definition 1.5. It can be seen that
when X is given as local P1 then H
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) = M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) and H
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) =
M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′), hence in this section we switch back to our earlier notation and use
M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) and M
(PF ,r,n)
s,FT (τ
′) instead. As we described (Remark 1.3) there exists
an induced action of G := T × T0 on M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′). It can be shown that a torus
fixed point in M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) corresponds to a G-equivariant highly frozen triple
of type (PF , r) [She10] (propositions 12.2, 13.2). The key observation is that a
G-equivariant highly frozen triple of rank r is always written as a direct sum of
r-copies of T-equivariant PT stable pairs [She10] (Remark 13.3 and Remark 13.4):
(4.1) [O⊕rX (−n)→ F ]
T×T0 ∼=
r⊕
i=1
[OX(−n)→ Fi]
T
.
The consequence of this result is of significant importance since it enables one
to immediately realize that the G-fixed loci of M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′) are given as r-fold
product of T-fixed loci of PT moduli space of stable pairs which are conjectured
by Pandharipande and Thomas in [RR09] (Conjecture 2) to be nonsingular and
compact. Hence, though our original moduli stack is constructed as a non-compact
space, its torus-fixed locus is given as a finite union of compact and non-singular
components. Let Q denote a non-singular compact component of the torus fixed
locus of M
(PF ,r,n)
s,HFT (τ
′). Let G•∨Q : G0,Q → G1,Q be the dual of the restriction of
the deformation obstruction complex in (2.5) to Q. Using the methods described
earlier, we construct the virtual fundamental class over all such Q and obtain the
virtual localization formula [She10] (Equation 15.5):
(4.2)
[
Mrs,HFT(τ
′)
]vir
=
∑
Q⊂Mrs,HFT(τ
′)
ιQ∗
(
e(G1,Q)
e(G0,Q)
· e(TQ) ∩ [Q]
)
.
Now we compute the difference [G0,Q]− [G1,Q] in the G-equivariant K-theory of Q.
Consider a point p ∈ Q represented by the complex I•G := [O⊕rX (−n)→ F ]
G. The
difference [G0,Q]− [G1,Q] over this point is the virtual tangent space at this point.
We use the quasi isomorphism in (2.5) to compute the virtual tangent space:
T QI• = [Coker(d
′)]− [Ker(d)] =(
[pi∗E1]− [pi∗E0] + [pi∗E−1]− [pi∗E−2]
)
+ (✟✟[Tpi]−✟✟[Ωpi]) ,
(4.3)
where Ei for i = −1, · · · , 2 are the corresponding terms of E•∨ in Theorem 2.2 and
the cancellation in the second row is due to isomorphism of Ωpi and Tpi which is
seen from their triviality [She10] (Proposition 5.5 and exact triangle 9.21). By the
construction of E•∨ and since the point p ∈ Q is represented by the complex I•G
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the following identity holds true:
T QI• =
3∑
i=0
(−1)i+1 · [Exti(I•G, I•G)0] = [χ(OX ,OX)]− [χ(I
•G, I•G)].
(4.4)
The description of the virtual tangent space at a point plays an important role
in the equivariant vertex and edge calculations [PT09] (Section 4.4 and Section
4.5). As it is seen, the right hand side of (4.4) is independent of choice of homotopy
maps required for the existence of a globally well-behaved virtual fundamental class
(Remark 3.2). Similar to computations in [PT09] (Section 4.3) we use Cˇech coho-
mology to compute the right hand side of (4.4) [She10] (Section 15.2). Moreover,
we give a computation of the equivariant vertex and edge for higher rank objects
[She10] (sections 15.2 and 15.3).
5. An Example
Assume that X is given as local P1. There exists two affine patches Uα and
Uβ covering X . The partitions associated to the Newton polyhedron of X on each
patch are given as three dimensional partitions with µ1 = (1), µ2 = (0), µ3 = (0)
[PT09] (Example 4.9). We compute the vertex associated to the moduli stack of
highly frozen triples of rank 2 given by I• := O⊕2X (−n) → F . Let Uα,Uβ denote
affine open patches over the divisors 0,∞ on the base P1 respectively. Let C∗ act on
C4 by t(x0, x1, x2, x3) = (tx0, tx1, t
−1x2, t
−1x3). We identify X as a quotient X ∼=
(C4\Z)/C∗ where Z ⊂ C4 is obtained by setting x0 = x1 = 0. Let ([x0 : x1], x2, x3)
denote the coordiantes in X where [x0 : x1] denote the homogeneous coordinates
along the base P1 and x2, x3 denote the fiber coordinates. Locally in the Uα and Uβ
patches the defining coordinates are given as (x1x0 , x2x0, x3x0) and (
x0
x1
, x2x1, x3x1)
respectively. Consider the Uα patch. Let us denote the local coordinates in this
patch by (x˜1, x˜2, x˜3) where x˜1 =
x1
x0
, x˜2 = x2x0, x˜3 = x3x0. Now consider the action
of T = C3 on X where locally over Uα is given by (λ1, λ2, λ3) · x˜i = λi · x˜i. We
identify an action of (C∗)2 onX which preserves the Calabi-Yau form by considering
a subtorus T′ ⊂ T such that
(5.1) T′ = {(λ1, λ2, λ3) ∈ T | λ1λ2λ3 = 1}.
Let t˜1, · · · , t˜3 denote the characters corresponding to the action of λi. The equi-
variant vertex over the patch Uα is obtained as follows:
trR−χ((I•)α,(I•)α) = F
T
α ·
(w−11 + w
−1
2 )
t˜n1
−
FTα · (w1 + w2) · t˜
n
1
t˜1t˜2t˜3
+ FTαF
T
α
(1− t˜1)(1 − t˜2)(1− t˜3)
t˜1t˜2t˜3
+
1− (w1+w2)
2
w1w2
(1 − t˜1)(1− t˜2)(1− t˜3)
,(5.2)
where (w1, w2) are defined as the weights of the action of T0 := (C
∗)⊕2 such that
wi for i = 1, 2 are given by tuples (1, 0) and (0, 1). Here F
T
α denotes the equivariant
character of the restriction (to the patch Uα) of the sheaf F . Similarly we compute
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trR−χ((I•)β,(I•)β) [She10] (Equation 16.8). The edge character is obtained as follows:
trR−χ((I•)αβ,(I•)αβ ) =
(
FTαβ · (w
−1
1 + w
−1
2 )−
FTαβ · (w1 + w2)
t˜2t˜3
+
FTαβF
T
αβ
((1− t˜2)(1− t˜3)
t˜2t˜3
+
1− (w1+w2)
2
w1w2
(1− t˜2)(1− t˜3)
)
δ(t˜1).
(5.3)
By compting the values of FTα ,F
T
β ,F
T
αβ we compute the vertex and edge characters
in (5.2) and (5.3). The G-character of the virtual tangent space in (4.4) is obtained
by the following equation:
trR−χ(I•,I•) = trR−χ(I•α,I•α) + trR−χ(I•β ,I•β) − trR−χ(I•αβ ,I•αβ)(5.4)
Let Qk denote the G-fixed component of the moduli stack of rank 2 highly frozen
triples over which the highly frozen triples OX(−n)
⊕2G φ−→ FG satisfy the condi-
tion that Length(Coker(φ)) = k. By the definition of the equivariant vertex (VQ)
in [She10] (Equation 15.34) the coefficient of the degree k term in the vertex is
obtained by the integral of the evaluation of the contribution of VQk on Q
k [She10]
(Equation 16.12):
w(Qk) =
∫
Qk
e(TQk)e(−VQk) =
∏
d1+d2=k
[(v1(v2 − 1) + d1−1∏
i=0
((i+ n)s1)− (s2 + s3)
)
(
v1(1 − v2) +
d1∏
i=1
(−1)i · (i+ n)s1
) ·
(
v2(v1 − 1) +
d2−1∏
i=0
((i+ n)s1)− (s2 + s3)
)
(
v2(1− v1) +
d2∏
i=1
(−1)i(i+ n)s1
)
]
(5.5)
where si denote the equivariant characters corresponding to t˜i. For similar discus-
sions look at [PT09] (Section 4.7) as well as the calculation in [PT09] (Lemma 5).
By the definition of the Calabi-Yau torus T′ in (5.1), si satisfy the property that
s1 + s2 + s3 = 0. Hence the generating series associated to the equivariant vertex
of highly frozen triples of rank 2 is given by:
(5.6) WHFT1,∅,∅ |r=2=
(
(1 + q)
(n+1)(s2+s3)
s1
)2
= (1 + q)
−2(n+1)
.
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